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Summary  
 
We developed a simplified approach to reduce the 
uncertainty in parameter estimation and data processing of 
PS converted waves. This is archived by using a simplified 
PS-wave moveout. In this moveout. effκ , a combination 
parameter, is used to replace the vertical Vp/Vs ratio, 
effective Vp/Vs ratio and PS-wave anisotropy, and m, 
another combination of these parameters, is empirically set 
to a constant value. This allows to a moveout equation with 
two parameters without losing accuracy. effκ  can be 

converted into effγ , and effχ  for prestack time migration. 
Tools are developed to estimate these parameters and apply 
the parameters to moveout correction and prestack time 
migration. Applying these tools to a real dataset shows that 
the new approach can reduce the uncertainty in parameter 
estimation and simplify the processing steps. The results 
obtained from the new approach are the same as that from 
the original method. 
 
Introduction 
 
PS converted waves in multi-component seismic data have 
been used increasingly in the oil industry due to their 
ability for imaging through gas clouds and lithology-fluid 
prediction. The moveout of PS converted waves plays a 
crucial role in imaging and velocity model estimation. 
Different formulae have been derived for the moveout of 
PS-converted waves with different kinds of 
parameterization (Alkhalifah, 1997; Cheret, et al, 2000; Li 
and Yuan, 2003; Thomsen, 1986, 1999; Tsvankin and 
Thomsen, 1994). Several formulae with three, four, or five 
parameters are used. Therefore different approaches and 
software need to be applied to PS-converted wave datasets. 
Unlike processing P- and S-waves, not all the parameters in 
these formulae can be reliably estimated from the PS-
converted wave alone. This gives rise to some ambiguities 
in parameter estimation using PS-converted wave moveout. 
In order to simplify the approaches for processing PS-
waves and overcome the problems in parameter estimation, 
Dai and Li (2005) proposed a simplified formula for the PS 
converted wave. In this paper, we show how to apply this 
formula in PS wave processing and discuss its advantages 
for data processing.  
 
PS converted wave moveout 
 
In anisotropic media, the moveout of PS converted waves is 
written as ( Dai and Li, 2005), 
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Where, x is the offset, psV is the stacking velocity of PS 

converted waves, 0γ  is the vertical velocity ratio, effγ  is 

the effective velocity ratio, and effχ  is the anisotropic 

coefficient for PS-converted waves. effκ  and m are 

combinations of 0γ , effγ , and effχ . Note that 0γ  is 
estimated by correlating events in the P-wave and PS 
converted wave images. Then psV , effγ  and effχ  need to 
be estimated from the PS-wave moveout (Equation 1). 
When using this formula to estimate the three parameters 
for the PS-wave moveout, the values of these parameters 
may not be unique and may have ambiguities. Generally, 
an iteration procedure is needed to estimate the four 
parameters. 
 
After binning the dataset into ACP gathers, psV , effγ  and 

effχ  can be estimated with an initial value of 0γ . A NMO 
correction is applied to the ACP gathers based on these 
parameters, then gathers are stacked to form a stacked 
section. Based on the stacked section, new values of 0γ  
can be estimated from registering events on the PP and PS 
wave sections.  Because the new profile of 0γ  may be 
different from the initial values, psV , effγ  and effχ have 

to be re-estimated with the new values of 0γ . The NMO 
correction and stacking are performed again to obtain a 
new stacked section. 
 
Actually, this iteration procedure is caused by the 
ambiguities in estimating psV , effγ  and effχ , which also 

depend on the value of 0γ . In order to reduce the 
ambiguities and dependence, we found that effκ  and m, 

instead of effγ  and effχ , can be estimated. One of the 

advantages of using effκ  and m is that m can be set to a 
fixed value. We have performed a numerical analysis for 
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several models. The results show that m can be empirically 
set to an optimal constant (roughly 3/7 for our test models). 
Equation 1 with the constant m (=3/7) has the same 
currency as that with m calculated from model parameters. 
 
Inversing Parameters for Prestack time migration 
 
In prestack time migration, we need to know 2psV , 0γ , 

effγ , and effχ . Since 0γ  is determined by cross-
correlation between P and PS wave images, we can 
assumed that 0γ  is a known parameter. 
Mathematically, effγ  and effχ  can be calculated from 
Equations (2) and (3). However, because we use a constant 
(=3/7) to replace m,  Equation (3) is invalid. Hence we only 
have Equation (2) available for inverting effγ  and effχ . 
Additional constraints are necessary for the inversion.  Let 
us rewrite Equation (2) as 
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Figure 1. Curve of the Equation (4) 
 
Figure 1 schematically shows the equation. For given effκ  

and 0γ , any value of effγ , and effχ  satisfying Equation 
(4) are possible solutions. There are three special points in 
the curve. Points A and C indicate the case for isotropic 
media because their effχ value is zero. Point A should be 

discarded because effγ at A is always less than zero 
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= . If effγ  is not close to 0γ , it should 

be discarded because effγ should equals to 0γ  when 

0=effχ . For anisotropic media, the potential values 

should be on the curve with effγ from zero to Point C. The 

values of effγ and effχ  be determined using a double 
scanning method (Li and Yuan 2003).  However, a simple 
method is to use the values at Point B, the extreme value of 

effχ  and its corresponding effγ  which are derived from 
Equation (3) as: 
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Although the extreme values are not the exact values, they 
can be used as the initial values in the migration velocity 
analysis for the prestack time migration. Numerical 
analysis shows that for anisotropic media, the extreme 
values of effγ  and effχ  are close to the model parameters. 

The extreme values of effγ  and effχ can be used in 

prestack time migration without losing the image quality. 
 
Processing flow 
 
Figure 2 shows the flow chart of this alternative approach. 
In this approach, the estimation of the parameters is 
decoupled into separate steps. 0γ  is estimated from the 
event registration of P and PS wave data.  psV  and effκ  
are estimated from the PS-wave moveout. The advantage of 
this decoupling is that estimation of psV  and effκ  is 

independent of 0γ . The normal moveout (NMO) correction 
uses  psV  and effκ  only.  It simplifies the processing flow 
for PS converted waves.  
 
After binning the data into ACP gathers, we can directly 
estimate psV  and effκ , then perform NMO correction for 
the ACP gathers and stack them to obtain the stacked 
section without knowing 0γ . 0γ  is estimated by event 
registration of PP and PS wave sections afterward. It is not 
necessary to re-estimate 0γ , psV  and effκ . Instead, we 

can use effκ  and 0γ  to directly calculate effγ  and effχ  
using Equations (4) and (5) for prestack time migration. We 
also perform the migration velocity analysis to update psV  

based on 0γ  and effκ .  
 
Based on the above analysis, we developed a GUI tool to 
estimate psV  and effκ , a GUI tool to update them for 

prestack time migration, a tool to apply NMO using psV  

and effκ , and a tool to perform the prestack time migration. 

Note that this approach still has four parameters, 0γ , psV ,  

effκ  and m (which is fixed to a constant value). These four 
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parameters need to be converted to 0γ , psV , effγ  and 

effχ for pre-stack time migration 
 

 
 
Figure 2. Processing flow of the new approach. 
 
 
Data example 
 
The data used to test this approach is from a 3D-4C marine 
dataset acquired in August 2001 (Courtesy of Kerr-McGee 
North Sea UK Ltd). This is a North Sea survey which was 
centred on a domed structure which is obscured by a gas 
chimney. Faulting is thought to be present beneath the 
summit of the dome. Since the P-waves are attenuated by 
gas clouds, the P-wave image of the structure beneath the 
gas chimney is dimmed, but PS converted waves can image 
that structure (Dai, et al 2007). Here we compare the results 
obtained using the original approach and the new approach. 
  
Figure 3 is a snapshoot of the GUI tool for the velocity 
analysis with two parameters. This approach can easily 
flatten the events in this ACP gather by adjusting psV  and 

effκ . However, using the original four parameter approach, 

we need to carefully to adjust psV , effγ  and effχ  several 
times to flatten the events, and some times, we also need to 
adjust 0γ .  Figures 4 and 5 show the stacked results from 
the two approaches. Both approaches give similar results. 
Figures 6 shows the image obtained from prestack time 
migration with 0γ , psV , effγ  and effχ , and Figure 7 the 

migrated image obtained with 0γ , psV  and effκ . Both 
images show similar results. 
 

 
Figure 3. Snapshoot of the velocity analysis based on psV  

and effκ  only. 
 
Conclusions 
 
A simplified PS-wave moveout is used to estimate PS wave 
velocity model and process PS-waves. This moveout 
controlled by psV  and effκ  with a constant m (=3/7) has 
the same accuracy as that with m calculated from model 
parameters. In this approach, the estimation of the 
parameters is decoupled into separate steps. These 
separated steps are independent to each other. Estimating 

psV  and effκ  is easier than estimating psV , effγ  and 

effχ . For the prestack time migration, effκ  is converted to 

effγ  and effχ . Although the values of effγ  and effχ  

converted from effκ  are rough values, they can be used in 
prestack time migration without losing image quality. 
Results obtained by applying the two approaches to process 
a real dataset have similar accuracy. However the new 
approach can reduce the uncertainty in parameter 
estimation and simplify the processing step.  
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Figure 4. Stacked section obtained using 0γ , psV , effγ  

and effχ . 
 
 

 
Figure 5. Stacked section obtained using psV  and effκ . 
 

 
Figure 6. Prestack time migration image obtained using 

0γ , psV , effγ  and effχ . 
 
 

 
Figure 7. Prestack time migration image obtained using 

0γ , psV  and effκ  
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